Blackout Channel

Manual Coupled shade shown with 4” Fascia and Blackout Channels

1. Control End Fascia Bracket
2. 4” Fascia
3. Side Channel with Synthetic Pile Inset
4. Heat-Welded Hem Pocket
5. Sill Channel with Synthetic Pile Inset
6. Side Channel with Synthetic Pile Inset
7. Idle End Fascia Bracket
8. Aluminum Roller Tube

NOTE: Install the shades prior to blackout channel installation

Cut blackout channels to fit window opening

Line Voltage Coupled shade with 7.625” Fascia and Blackout Channels

1. Control End Fascia Bracket
2. 7.625” Fascia
3. Side Channel with Synthetic Pile Inset
4. Heat-Welded Hem Pocket
5. Sill Channel with Synthetic Pile Inset
6. Side Channel with Synthetic Pile Inset
7. Idle End Fascia Bracket
8. Aluminum Roller Tube

NOTE: Install the shades prior to blackout channel installation

Cut blackout channels to fit window opening
SIDE/SILL CHANNEL INSTALLATION – INSIDE JAMB MOUNT

1. Insert pile insert and then crimp channel as shown to set pile. Pad surface of channel to prevent damage. (Figure 1)

   **Note:** You must set the synthetic insert to prevent possible damage due to pile wrapping into the shade.

2. Slide the front channel into the C-channel. (Figure 2)

3. Snap channels together. (Figure 3)

4. Place the side channel in window, ensuring the shade will pass inside the side channel.

5. Install fasteners through both channels into a suitable mounting surface. (Figure 4)

SIDE/SILL CHANNEL INSTALLATION – OUTSIDE FACE MOUNT

**Note:** Crimp the synthetic insert channel to prevent possible damage due to pile wrapping into the shade.

1. On the back-side channel, lightly crimp the C-Channel. (Figure 1)

2. Install fasteners along screw line on the back channel. (Figure 2)

3. Slide the front channel into the C-Channel. (Figure 3)

4. Snap channels together. (Figure 4)

5. Lightly crimp the synthetic pile channel top and/or bottom to keep it from sliding. Pad outer surface to prevent damage. (Figure 4)
FACE MOUNT CENTER CHANNEL INSTALLATION

1. Install back center channel through fastener-line. (Figure 1)

2. At an angle, line up the front C-joint with the back channel C-receiver. (Figure 2)

3. Press the front channel closed along its edge, snapping the two pieces together. (Figure 3)

4. For security, install a fastener through the C-receiver. (Figure 4)

Note: Crimp the synthetic insert channel to prevent possible damage due to pile wrapping into the shade.

CLOSURE INSTALLATION

1. After installing the pocket or closure mount, install the shade in pocket.

2. Hook the closure plate on the J portion of the closure mount.